
THE ART OF FURNITURE
Spectrum designs in interior projects





Spectrum furniture is renowned for its distinctive design and traditional craftsmanship. 

Since its foundation in 1941 Spectrum has always strived to engage leading designers and 

upcoming talent. In the 1950’s Martin Visser developed Spectrums’ first contemporary design 

collection. Several designs in our collection find their origin in commissions for public spaces 

and projects. This is one of the reasons why architects still embrace our collection today.

Spectrum combines the classics by the Dutch Design masters of the 20st century: Martin 

Visser, Gerrit Rietveld, Benno Premsela and Constant Nieuwenhuys, with new designs from 

our current generation such as Studio Parade, Aart van Asseldonk, Ruud-Jan Kokke, Chris 

Slutter and Carolina Wilcke. 

The Spectrum collection is a true mix of comfort and iconic design pieces that have an unknown 

beauty of clear and functional lines combined with fine detailing and the use of high-quality 

materials and superior finishes.





Projects

Employment agency In Person (Zevenaar, NL) 

G-star RAW flagship store (Frankfurt, DE)

Kampong clubhouse (Utrecht, NL)

Rijnstate hospital (Arnhem, NL)

Design Academy (Eindhoven, NL)

Toonzaal music centre (Den Bosch, NL)

Kröller-Müller museum (Otterlo, NL)

Rijksmuseum (Amsterdam, NL)

Bronks Theater (Brussels, BE)

Stedelijk Museum (Amsterdam, NL)

Steltman Jewellers (The Hague, NL)

Teenage Cancer Trust (London, UK)

Set Dutch movie “Vechtmeisje” (Amsterdam, NL)
 

ABC Oil Tilburg (Tilburg, NL) 

Talpa Radio (Hilversum, NL)

-   Press Room Chair

-   BR 02 sofa bed

-   Armchair for Metz&Co, BZ bench

-   Babel cabinet, Lino table, Tom chair

-   Phill table, Stuff cabinet

-   Koos bar stool, Toos bar stool

-   BQ bench

-   SB bar stool

-   BR 02 sofa bed

-   BZ bench

-   Steltman chair

-   BR 02 sofa bed

-   Tangled cabinet

-   Minium table

-   Tangled coffee table



Employment agency In Person

The headquarters of employment agency In Person were designed by 

architect Kees Marcelis. For the boardroom he selected the Press Room 

Chair designed in 1958 by Gerrit Rietveld for the UNESCO building in Paris. 

For this project Kees Marcelis was awarded the Finest Interior Award.

Interior architect 

Location 

Spectrum item

Photographer

:   Kees Marcelis 

:   NL - Enschede (2015)

:   Press Room Chair - Gerrit Rietveld

:   Mick Kok





G-Star RAW flagship store

The BR 02 sofa bed by Martin Visser is never out of fashion and therefore 

a perfect fit for the G-Star flagship store in Hamburg. The sofa bed 

provides seating space for customers and at the same time presents the 

latest fabrics of a new fabric line designed by Pharrel Williams.

Interior Architect

Planner

Location

Spectrum item

:   Gerdo Weltevreden

:   Lensvelt 

:   DE - Frankfurt (2017)

:   BR 02 sofa bed - Martin Visser





Kampong clubhouse

Utrecht is home to the largest sports federation in the Netherlands. 

Hockey, soccer, tennis, squash, cricket and boules unite the members 

of Kampong. As a tribute to the Utrecht born architect and designer 

Gerrit Rietveld the clubhouse was furnished with several designs of our 

collection, with a focus on Rietveld pieces.

Architect

Interior architect

Location

Spectrum items

Photographer

:   Jan Bakers Architects 

:   Workshop of Wonders

:   NL - Utrecht (2017)

:   Armchair for Metz&Co - Gerrit Rietveld 

    BZ bench - Martin Visser

:   R. Rodycz





Rijnstate hospital

Studio Parade refurbished the interior design of the First Aid waiting 

areas at Rijnstate Hospital. The modular system of the Babel cabinet 

is used as a room divider between the waiting areas and the aisles. The 

seating areas are furnished with the Lino tables and Tom chairs.

Interior architect

Location

 Spectrum items

Photographer

:   Studio Parade 

:   NL - Arnhem (2011)

:   Babel cabinet - Studio Parade

    Tom chair - Studio Parade

    Lino table - Studio Parade

:   Joep Jacobs





Design Academy Eindhoven

The office spaces of Design Academy Eindhoven are situated in a large 

and open environment. Studio Parade created a practical working space 

that is easily accessible and offers storage and acoustic functionality 

at the same time. The Stuff cabinets and Phill tables were especially 

designed for this project and since then often applied in both domestic 

and contract environments. 

Interior architect

Location

Spectrum items

Photographer

:   Studio Parade 

:   NL - Eindhoven (2012)

:   Phill table - Studio Parade

    Stuff cabinet - Studio Parade

:   Joep Jacobs





Toonzaal music centre

The hospitality areas in music centre Toonzaal in Den Bosch (NL) have 

been designed by Studio Parade. De Toonzaal is a music venue situated 

in a former synagogue built in 1823. The furniture from the Tom Series 

is a perfect fit for their restaurant and bar area. 

Interior architect

Location

Spectrum items

Photographer

:   Studio Parade 

:   NL - Den Bosch (2009)

:   Koos bar stools - Studio Parade

    Toos bar stools - Studio Parade

:   Joep Jacobs





Kröller-Müller museum

Dutch architect Wim Quist was responsible for the design of the new 

museum pavilion of the Kröller-Müller museum in Otterlo in 1977. 

His BQ bench is an integral part of the design and has since then been 

selected for the interior of several museums and public spaces.  

Architect 

Location

Spectrum item

:    Wim Quist

:   NL - Otterlo (1977)

:   BQ bench - Wim Quist





Rijksmuseum

After a grand renovation the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam reopened 

in 2013. The public hospitality areas have been designed by architect 

Paul Linse. For the main bar area he selected the SB bar stool by Martin 

Visser. This timeless design blends in perfectly with the building that was 

first opened in 1885.

Interior architect 

Location 

Spectrum item 

Photographer

:   Studio Linse 

:   NL - Amsterdam (2013)

:   SB bar stool - Martin Visser

:   Ewout Huibers





Bronks theater

Located in the historical centre of Brussels, the Bronks youth theatre 

aims to bring adolescents into contact with a wide range of performing 

arts. It is striking that the theatre building constantly stimulates 

experimental use without excluding the possibility of a traditional 

set-up. Our BR 02 sofa beds by Martin Visser have been given a 

prominent place in the building.

Planner

Location

Spectrum item

:   Bronks theater

:   BE - Brussels (2009)

:   BR 02 sofa bed - Martin Visser





Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam

The Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam is dedicated to modern and 

contemporary art and design. At the beginning of the 60s, Martin Visser 

designed the BZ bench at request of the museum. The bench became a 

Spectrum collection piece and is still a fixture within the museum today.

Location

Spectrum item

:   NL - Amsterdam (1960)

:   BZ bench - Martin Visser





Steltman Jewellers

The iconic Steltman chair, designed in 1963 as seating for engaged 

couples perusing wedding rings, is one of Gerrit Rietveld most famous 

furniture designs. The chair owes its name to Steltman Jewellers, for who 

Rietveld originally designed this classic item.  In 2015 when Stelman 

Jewellers moved to a new building, Heyligers architects reintroduced 

the Steltman chairs along with an enormous light object based on the 

outline of this chair.

Architect

Location

Spectrum item

:   Heyligers Design + Projects

:   NL - The Hague (2015)

:   Steltman chair - Gerrit Rietveld





Teenage Cancer Trust

London based Two Create were commissioned to design the 
latest Teenage Cancer Trust Unit in the Queen Elizabeth Hospital 
in Birmingham. Each room is styled differently from the next so 
that patients returning for treatment are able to stay in different 

environments each time they visit. Spectrum was chosen to supply the 
BR 02 sofa bed by Martin Visser for all the social spaces in this unit.

Architect

Planner 

Location

Spectrum item

Photographer 

:   Two Create

:   SCP Contracts

:   UK - Birmingham (2011)

:   BR 02 sofa bed - Martin Visser

:   John Selby





Set Dutch movie “Vechtmeisje” / “Fight girl”

The art director from the Dutch coming-of-age movie “Vechtmeisje” 
chose the Tangled cabinet by Carolina Wilcke as an eye catcher in one of 
the movie sets. The strong outline and industrial character of the cabinet 
goes well with the intended atmosphere that the art director wanted to 

create on the set of this movie.

Movie director 

Art director

Producer

Location

Spectrum item

:   Johan Timmers

:   Vera van de Sandt 

:   The Film Kitchen

:   NL - Amsterdam (2018)

:   Tangled cabinet - Carolina Wilcke





ABC Oil Tilburg

For the refurbished headquarters of ABC Oil in Tilburg Graaffwerk 
architects selected the Minium table for the new interior of the meeting 

room. The slender and strong design of the Minium table makes it a 
perfect fit for business spaces and conference rooms.

Interior architect

Location

Spectrum item

Photographer

:   Graaffwerk interior & exterior

:   NL - Tilburg (2018)

:   Minium table - Chris Slutter

:   Bram Delmee





Talpa Radio

The interior architects of Workshop of Wonders selected our Tangled 
coffee table for the new company restaurant at Talpa Radio. The designs 
of the Tangled series are elegant and modern and therefore a perfect fit 

for business spaces as well as private homes.

Interior architect

Location

Spectrum furniture

Photographer

:   Workshop of Wonders

:   NL- Hilversum (2017)

:   Tangled coffee table - Carolina Wilcke

:   R. Rodycz





BR 02 sofa bed  |  Martin Visser

1960

Armchair for Metz&Co  |  Gerrit Rietveld

1942

Press Room Chair  |  Gerrit Rietveld

1958

SZ 01 easy chair (rattan)  |  Martin Visser

1960

BZ bench  |  Martin Visser 

1960

BQ 01 bench  |  Wim Quist

1970

BR 12 sofa bed  |  Martin Visser

1960

SZ 02 easy chair (saddle leather)  |  Martin Visser

1960

Berlin chair  |  Gerrit Rietveld

1923

SE 05 chair (rattan)  |  Martin Visser

1960

Crate chair Junior  |  Gerrit Rietveld

1934

Kokke easy chair  |  Ruud-Jan Kokke

1987

SE 06 chair (saddle leather)  |  Martin Visser

1960

SZ 03 easy chair (upholstered)  |  Martin Visser

1960

Steltman chair  |  Gerrit Rietveld 

1963

Tom chair  |  Studio Parade

2002

Koos + Toos bar stool  |  Studio Parade

2002

Military stool  |  Gerrit Rietveld

1923

Niels stool  |  Studio Parade

2002

SE 07 chair (upholstered)  |  Martin Visser

1960

Collection



SB 05 bar stool (rattan)  |  Martin Visser

1960

SB 06 bar stool (saddle leather)  |  Martin Visser

1960

SB 07 bar stool (upholstered)  |  Martin Visser

1960

TC stool  |  Ruud-Jan Kokke

1989

IJhorst side tables  |  Constant Nieuwenhuys

1953

Endless table  |  Aart van Asseldonk

2008

Endless table round  |  Aart van Asseldonk

2008

Tangled cabinet  |  Carolina Wilcke

2015

Babel cabinet  |  Studio Parade

2005

Benno mirror  |  Benno Premsela

1956

Paperback wall system  |  Studio Parade

2009

Tangled coffee table  |  Carolina Wilcke

2015

Stuff cabinet  |  Studio Parade

2013

TE 06 table  |  Martin Visser

1960

Tangled showcase  |  Carolina Wilcke

2017

Trees stairs  |  Studio Parade

2002

Phill table  |  Studio Parade

2010

Lino table  |  Studio Parade

2002

Minium table  |  Chris Slutter

2012

Collection



We combine beautifully constructed designs with great functionality and good comfort. Timeless designs 

and use of the highest-quality materials embody our commitment to produce durable, strong and 

attractive furniture to fall in love with. 



Spectrum Design

Torenallee 45

NL-5617 BA Eindhoven

+31 (0)40 - 4015514

info@spectrumdesign.nl

www.spectrumdesign.nl



    spectrumfurniture

     spectrumdesignNL


